"1000 covers/1000 manifestos"

“Cin Cin Man” is a music composition created on the train in China on a Nokia mobile phone composer tool.

“Cin Cin Man” was COPYRIGHTED and promptly COPYLEFTED (anybody is free to use it, improve, change, mutilate, but with NO commercial purposes/ www.creativecommons.org).

The IDEA is to create a project where 1000 COVERS of “Cin Cin Man” song will be composed and published.

We initiated PREPARATIONS process from collection and coordination centre in Amsterdam.

The outposts are created on all (sub) continents: in Australia, New Zealand, Asia (Japan, China, Thailand…), Africa (South Africa, Senegal…), South America (Argentina, Brazil…), North America (USA…), Europe (Holland, Germany, Spain, Italy, UK…), Middle East (Egypt, Lebanon…). Caribbean (Cuba)…

In all this places a composer/musician from our existing network is making (or already made) a cover.

Covers range in style from ring tones, pop songs, classical composition, opera, jazz, muzak, country and western, Zulu, bossa nova, rock, r&b, un-describable etc… all very personal and unique.

They still bear the title “Cin Cin Man”.

These covers are available on www.cincinman.info, together with names and e-mail contacts of the makers.

All the potential future composers (YOU!!!) are able to hear and download existing covers.

All the composers are able to contact each other and exchange files.

All the new covers are COPYLEFT as well.

As new covers are pouring in, each is placed on the website with the name and e-mail contact of the maker.

The moment cover number 1000 arrives to the database of the coordination centre in Amsterdam, the FINAL PHASE will be initiated.

Anthology COMPILATION disc will be released with 1000 versions of “Cin Cin Man”.

The examples of the disc (Blue Ray Disc/25 GB) will be donated to ESA (European Space Agency), CSA (China Space Agency) and other space agencies to be taken into deep space and released for ET (extra-terrestrials), as essential part of the COMPILATION (re)presenting artistic highlights of the once CIVILISATION from planet Earth.
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Or…..

“1000 covers/1000 manifestos”

is a story of Edge of Rage

who

one day is sitting on a train in China

when

the overwhelming feeling embalms him and he

(re)invents the most beautiful song that anyone ever heard

called Cin Cin Man song

and with the previously unknown (and a tiny bit scary) sense of urgency he decides to share it with everyone

realising the importance of his achievement for the course of the future histories

he knows that every person will now become an active member of the creation mechanism

and he humbly offers his creation to be the vehicle of this universal common drive

while constantly thinking about:

shifting the focus of the sense of urgency

priority changes

staying focused

a song 4 every occasion

1000 songs for this occasion

immanent and constant immediate creation of the history as it happens

the heightened state of awareness

madly always cancels badly

events cancel and confirm desires

evacuation and occupation of the new place in non place

monitoring the emergence of the participative paradigm

cognitive capitalism and ontological communism

while he dreams of:

a manifesto where he clearly explains differences and similarities between original and originals.
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